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High-resolution and energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy of
YBa Cu O /PrBa Cu O superlattices2 3 72x 2 3 7
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Abstract

Structural disorder induced by epitaxial strain relaxation in c-axis oriented [YBa Cu O /PrBa Cu O ] superlattices on2 3 72x n u.c 2 3 7 5 u.c.

(100) SrTiO substrates has been analyzed by high-resolution and energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy. Epitaxial strain shows3

up in ultrathin YBCO layers with thickness below 4 unit cells. Strain relaxation takes place when layer thickness increases above this
value. Microscopy observations for epitaxially strained superlattices show a good morphology of the layers, with sharp and flat interfaces.
However, in relaxed samples rougher interfaces are observed, together with microdomains showing the c-axis parallel to the substrate
plane which preserve the superlattice compositional profile. Such microdomains of c-parallel growth provide a path for reduced lattice
mismatch, conforming a very efficient mechanism for strain relaxation.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Introduction grain boundaries, dislocations, etc.) may seriously affect
the superconducting behavior [4].

The complex structure of high critical temperature In a previous work, YBa Cu O (YBCO)/2 3 72x

superconductors (HTCS) makes the physical properties of PrBa Cu O (PBCO) superlattices have been analyzed by2 3 7

ultra-thin HTCS epitaxial films strongly dependent on X-ray diffraction (XRD) [3]. For YBCO layer thickness
layer thickness and epitaxial strain [1]. In the particular below 4 unit cells, XRD refinement indicates no interfacial
case of a superlattice structure, lattice mismatch between roughness, denoting sharp and flat interfaces; but when
the materials involved may seriously affect the structure YBCO layer thickness grows a gradual increase of the
and morphology of ultrathin layers of the constituent interfacial roughness is observed [4]. XRD provides struc-
materials. In this frame, considerable attention has been tural information averaged over long lateral scales but the
paid to the study of the intracell structure under epitaxial local microstructure of the defects introduced by strain
strain, as a way to modify the superconducting properties relaxation remains unexplored. In this work we present a
[2,3]. The strain energy is elastically accommodated in the study of the nature of such defects in YBCO/PBCO
lattice and increases with layer thickness. There is a critical superlattices by high-resolution and energy-filtered trans-
thickness for strain relaxation, which is accompanied by mission electron microscopy (HREM and EFTEM, respec-
significant changes in the microstructure. The intracell and tively). These are powerful techniques to obtain structural
intralayer features must be analyzed, because not only the information in the real space about the structure and
intracell distances but also the structural disorder eventual- distribution of defects. While HREM gives structural
ly present within superlattice layers (layer discontinuities, information at atomic scale, energy-filtered imaging pro-

vides a tool to study the spatial distribution of an element
on the nanometer scale by selecting an energy loss
corresponding to a characteristic inner-shell excitation
[5,6]. Thus, it can be used to acquire elemental distribution
images at high lateral resolution, providing conclusive*Corresponding author.
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Experimental of the image (see Fig. 1b). The most widely observed type
of defects in all kinds of samples were antiphase

[YBCO /PBCO ] superlattices where grown on boundaries with a displacement of c /3 along the [001]n u.c. 5 u.c.

SrTiO substrates, by high pressure (3.6 mbar pure oxy- direction, as a result of substrate steps one unit cell high3

gen) sputtering system, under experimental conditions (c /3).
described in Ref [3]. YBCO layer thickness was changed Unfortunately, HREM images do not show composition-
from n51 to n512 unit cells, while PBCO layers where al contrast between YBCO and PBCO layers, due to their

˚held constant in 5 unit cells (60 A). Films were grown to similar crystal structure. Meanwhile, energy-filtered imag-
˚the same total thickness of 1000 A. Cross-sectional ing allows clearly to resolve interface features. For imag-

samples for TEM were prepared by conventional me- ing of these superlattices we used the low energy Y–M4,5

chanical grinding, dimpling and argon ion milling with an and Pr–N ionization edges applying the two window4,5

acceleration voltage of 5 kV and an incidence angle of 88. technique (jump ratio images) [5,6]. In terms of signal
Analytical electron microscopy investigations were carried these low-loss edges are highly superior to their higher-
out using a Jeol 4000EX and a Philips CM200-FEG TEM loss counterparts. Since we were not interested in quantita-
equipped with a Gatan Imaging Filter, capable of obtaining tive results we acquired jump-ratio images better than
both electron energy-loss spectra and energy-filtered im- elemental maps. Due to the vicinity of plasmons as well as
ages in real time at high spatial resolution. due to the close distance of the two edges, it is not possible

to acquire elemental maps in this energy range without
sophisticated procedures for background extrapolation and

Results and discussion edge fitting /deconvolution. Both pre-edge and post-edge
images were acquired within short acquisition times to

The structure of this kind of samples has been extensive- reduce specimen drift and/or irradiation damage, and the
ly studied by HREM [7]. However, we performed some ratio between them was calculated to show the spatial
HREM observations in order to directly observe the distribution of both Y and Pr ions. Fig. 2 shows a set of
structural effects associated with epitaxial strain relaxation. bright field and energy-filtered images from a [YBCO /3

Cross-sectional images with the c-axis of the film perpen- PBCO ] sample, showing complementary chemical in-5

dicular to the electron beam confirmed that the strained formation. Some amount of elastic contrast is transferred
superlattices have a pure c-axis orientation, [001], with the to the images, and hence, lattice planes can be observed. In
c-axis perpendicular to the substrate plane. The good this epitaxially strained superlattice, perfectly smooth
morphology and lateral uniformity of the layers is ob- layers of uniform thickness are seen, in good agreement
served in Fig. 1a,b for a typical [YBCO /PBCO ] sample. with the absence of noticeable roughness denoted by X-ray1 5

A cross-section image is a projection of the structure over fitting.
the specimen thickness (around 25 nm) and no differences On the other hand, the study of relaxed samples showed
can be observed between the two possible [001] orienta- inhomogeneous distributions of microdomains with the
tions, with the a-axis parallel or perpendicular to the plane c-axis parallel to the substrate plane, i.e., perpendicular to

Fig. 1. (a) Low magnification image of a [YBCO /PBCO ] sample, with the c-axis perpendicular to the electron beam. (b) HREM image from the˚1 5 1000 A

same sample. Observe an antiphase boundary emerging from a substrate step (marked with arrows).
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Fig. 2. (a) Bright-field image from a [YBCO /PBCO ] sample. Such imaging conditions hardly show any compositional contrast between YBCO and˚3 5 1000 A

PBCO. (b) Pr map and (c) Y map, showing sharp interfaces.

the growth direction, an example is shown in Fig. 3a. This characterization of c-axis in plane microdomains, shown in
is a different type of defect, commonly found by TEM, Fig. 3b, confirms that these microtwins do preserve the
that could not be detected by XRD. Film growth under this superlattice compositional contrast. Additionally, they

˚orientation has been obtained at substantially lower sub- show a modulation wavelength of 145 A, the same one
strate temperatures as 600–7508C [8,9], but is unexpected than the rest of the superlattice and in good agreement with

˚at so high growth temperatures as 9008C. Such microdo- the value of 150 A extracted from XRD fitting. In fact,
mains were only found in relaxed superlattices, not show- a-axis growth provides a path for a reduction in lattice
ing up in the strained ones, and their spatial distribution or mismatch in the wide distributions of these a-axis oriented
their size is quite inhomogeneous. They can emerge from microtwins. While for c-axis orientation the in-plane lattice
the substrate plane or from some intermediate stage of the parameters show a difference of e 5 0.007 and e 5 0.011,a b

film growth, even close to the sample surface. The chance for parallel c-axis orientation e 5 0.005, which leads to ac

of such microdomains being extrinsic factors to the reduction of interface mismatch (see Fig. 3). Thus, c-
superlattice growth must be ruled out. The EFTEM parallel oriented microdomains might appear as an in-

Fig. 3. (a) Images from a [YBCO /PBCO ] relaxed sample, showing an inhomogeneous distribution of a-axis oriented microdomains. (b) Pr map of˚8 5 1000 A

the same zone. These microdomains preserve the superlattice compositional profile. (c) a-Axis oriented growth provides a path for lattice mismatch
reduction.
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